This packet includes brief information of each fraternity here at the University of Louisville. The goal of it is to help you find which fraternity will fit you best, and give you the best possible experience from Greek Life. It has changed our lives tremendously, and we hope for it to do the same with you! If you have any questions about recruitment, email the VP of Recruitment, Nick Stoeckle, at nastoe01@louisville.edu. He’ll be happy to answer any questions you may have. Go Cards!
Alpha Tau Omega

NATIONAL WEBSITE
www.ato.org/

LOCAL WEBSITE
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Alpha-Tau-Omega-at-Louisville/124093994275142

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE
1865

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE
2014

CHAPTER SIZE
36 active brothers

FUN FACT
Lee Corso and Papa John are ATO’s!

SEMESTER DUES
$300 per semester

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
Flex to Feed

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
John Schieman
Email- jbschi02@louisville.edu
Beta Theta Pi

NATIONAL WEBSITE
www.betathetapi.org

LOCAL WEBSITE
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Beta-Theta-Pi-University-of-Louisville/122116604468909

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE
1839

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE
1971

CHAPTER SIZE
75 active brothers

FUN FACT
Winners of the Porch of the Year award for 6 straight years

SEMESTER DUES
$500

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Reid Haefner
Email: Crhaef01@louisville.edu
Delta Tau Delta

NATIONAL WEBSITE
www.delts.org

LOCAL WEBSITE
http://louisville.deltsconnect.org

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE
1858

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE
2014

CHAPTER SIZE

FUN FACT
We are the newest fraternity on campus! Become a founding father and find out what it means to be a Delt!
Notable Alumni: Will Ferrell, Matthew McConaughey, Steve Beshear

SEMESTER DUES
$400 per semester

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (JDRF)

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Brandon Tatum:
Phone- 502-386-0594
Email- Brandon.tatum@louisville.edu
Delta Upsilon

NATIONAL WEBSITE
www.deltau.org

LOCAL WEBSITE
www.louisvilledeltaupsilon.com

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE
1834

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE
1921

CHAPTER SIZE
44 active brothers

FUN FACT
Emphasis on diversity and progress through social justice. Local alumni contribute five $1,000 scholarships to new members each year.

SEMESTER DUES
$450 per semester

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
Global Service Initiative

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Austin Finch
Email: pafinc01@louisville.edu
Kappa Sigma

NATIONAL WEBSITE
www.kappasigma.org/

LOCAL WEBSITE
https://www.facebook.com/muetakappasig

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE
1869

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE
1983

CHAPTER SIZE
75 active brothers

FUN FACT
Mu-Eta’s Pledge Education and Rush Programs have won national awards and recognition from the Kappa Sigma Fraternity

SEMESTER DUES
$400 per semester

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
Military Heroes Campaign

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Ben Hachten
Phone- 502-475-3324
Email- bfhach01@louisville.edu
Lambda Chi Alpha

NATIONAL WEBSITE
www.lambdachi.org/

LOCAL WEBSITE
https://www.facebook.com/LouisvilleLambdaChi

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE
1909

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE
1948

CHAPTER SIZE
70 active brothers

FUN FACT
Lambda Chi Alpha is the 3rd largest national fraternity, promoting philanthropic, academic, intramural, and social opportunities.

SEMESTER DUES
$480 per semester

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
Feeding America and Kentucky Harvest

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Phi Delta Theta

National Website
www.phideltatheta.org/

Local Website
https://www.facebook.com/UofLPhiDeltaTheta

National Founding Date
1848

Local Founding Date
2007

Chapter Size
50 active brothers

Fun Fact
Phi Delta Theta is one of the fastest growing chapters on campus, nearly tripling its size over the past 2 years

Semester Dues
$420 per semester

Main Philanthropy
ALS Association

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Lucas Hanley:
Phone- 502-403-8742
Email- lahanl01@louisville.edu
Phi Kappa Tau

CHAPTER SIZE
106 active brothers

FUN FACT
Our chapter here at UofL has won National Best Chapter Award 4 times, most of any Phi Tau chapter in the country, and has had 1300+ initiated brothers over 62 years at UofL.

SEMESTER DUES
$535 per semester

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
SeriousFun Children’s Network

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Max Ferraro
Email- Maferr07@louisville.edu
Pi Kappa Alpha

NATIONAL WEBSITE
www.pikes.org/

LOCAL WEBSITE
www.louisvillepikes.org

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE
1868

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE
1995

CHAPTER SIZE
115 active brothers

FUN FACT
Nationally, Pike has the largest average chapter/colony size of any fraternity in the country, and we also won intramurals for last school year!

SEMESTER DUES
$380 per semester

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
Crusade for Children and the Trudeau Taylor Cycle For Life Foundation

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Evan Oberhausen
Email: ecober01@louisville.edu
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

NATIONAL WEBSITE
www.sae.net

LOCAL WEBSITE
www.uoflsae.org

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE
1856

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE
1999

CHAPTER SIZE
116 active brothers

FUN FACT
Gentlemen, Scholars, Athletes. Largest fraternity on campus. Has the 3rd highest GPA and also won intramural football, soccer, and handball.

SEMESTER DUES
$500 per semester, with a $25 discount with a GPA of a 3.35 or higher.

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
Brooks Elementary Mentor Program; Kosair

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Matt Allare
Phone- 847-714-4570
Email- maalla01@louisville.edu
Sigma Phi Epsilon

NATIONAL WEBSITE
www.sigep.org

LOCAL WEBSITE
www.uoflsigep.org

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE
1901

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE
1947

CHAPTER SIZE
95 active brothers

FUN FACT
Sig Ep has won Fryberger (UofL’s version of Greek Sing) for three years in a row! Last Spring they were awarded second overall in fraternity intramurals and third in cumulative GPA.

SEMESTER DUES
$550 per semester

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
Big Brothers Big Sisters

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Dexter Smith
Phone- 859-663-5266
Email- dasmit27@louisville.edu
Sigma Chi

NATIONAL WEBSITE  
www.sigmachi.org/

LOCAL WEBSITE  
www.uoflsigmachi.com

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE  
1855

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE  
1989

CHAPTER SIZE  
95 active brothers

FUN FACT  
Sigma Chi has held the top GPA of all fraternities at Louisville for 19 consecutive semesters.

SEMESTER DUES  
$486 per semester

MAIN PHILANTHROPY  
Huntsman Cancer Institute

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:  
Graham Carmack  
Email- graham.carmack@louisville.edu  
Phone- 859-940-9032
Sigma Pi

**NATIONAL WEBSITE**
www.sigmapi.org/

**LOCAL WEBSITE**
https://www.facebook.com/SigmaPi.Louisville

**NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE**
1897

**LOCAL FOUNDING DATE**
2012

**CHAPTER SIZE**
34 active brothers

**Recruitment Chair Contact Information:**
Sam Anton
Email- snanto01@louisville.edu

**FUN FACT**
Sigma Pi is a relatively new chapter at UofL, and is looking for motivated individuals who want to enhance their college experience through a lifelong bond and a quest for excellence.

**SEMIESTER DUES**
$400 per semester

**MAIN PHILANTHROPY**
The Sean Vernon Amazing Day Foundation and Donate Life America
TKE

NATIONAL WEBSITE
www.tke.org

LOCAL WEBSITE
www.tkeax.com

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE
1899

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE
1942

CHAPTER SIZE
85 active brothers

FUN FACT
We are the most diverse fraternity on campus! We excel in both intramurals and service, and our alumni are still extremely involved.

SEMESTER DUES
$400 per semester

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
St. Jude Children’s Hospital

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Kyle Swenson
Phone- 812-989-1690
Email- kaswen01@louisville.edu
Triangle

FUN FACT
Triangle is a national social fraternity that accepts men in the fields of Architecture, Engineering, and Science.

SEMESTER DUES
$385 per semester

MAIN PHILANTHROPY
Habitat for Humanity

NATIONAL WEBSITE
www.triangle.org/

LOCAL WEBSITE
www.uofltriangle.org

NATIONAL FOUNDING DATE
1907

LOCAL FOUNDING DATE
1941

CHAPTER SIZE
34 active brothers

Recruitment Chair Contact Information:
Dillon Murphy
Email: uofltrir@gmail.com